CASE ASSIGNMENT GRADING SHEET

Student: __________________________ Case: Cuba . . . Plane Truth . . . Welfare

Empirical content: Do answers draw explicitly on specific details from the case readings?
2.0  Specific case details consistently present
1.5  Specific case details used but are inconsistently present
1.0  Minimal use of specific case details
0.5  Specific case details essentially nonexistent, but answer attempted

Theoretical content: Are answers informed by explicit use of general course concepts?
2.0  Links to general concepts are consistently present and explicit
1.5  Explicit links to general concepts exist but sometimes links are not made explicit
1.0  Minimal evidence of explicit links to general concepts
0.5  Essentially no apparent evidence of explicit links to general concepts, but answer attempted

Extension questions: Do the answers include explicitly stated follow-up questions?
0.5  Noticeable effort to develop explicitly stated follow-up questions
0.0  No explicitly stated follow up questions apparent

Focus: Does each answer run roughly ½ page single-spaced?
0.5  Answers are consistently the appropriate length
0.0  Answers tend to run too long or too short